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Abstract
Conformance between structural models and their implementations are usually simplified in practice, restraining reasoning to simple mappings between modeling and implementation constructs. This is not
appropriate to accommodate the usual freedom of implementation for abstract concepts. A more flexible
conformance notion must be addressed by conformance checking tools and model-driven development. In
this paper, we propose a formal framework for defining conformance relationships between structural object
models and object-oriented programs. In our framework, a syntactic mapping between model and program
elements must be provided, yielding a coupling relation, used in framework instantiations for specific conformance relationships. Additionally, as in practice some intermediate program states are not relevant to
conformance, we include the notion of heaps of interest, encompassing the filtered stable states for a less
strict conformance checking. The framework is applied for establishing a conformance relationship in a
technique of model-driven refactoring of programs.
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Introduction

Software models provide visualization and speciﬁcation for tackling software complexity. Mainly, models oﬀer decomposition, which provides distinct perspectives
for a particular aspect; for instance, whereas structural models depict main software elements and their inter-relationships, behavioral models specify how these
elements interact to accomplish the system function. Structural models depicting
domain concepts, relations and invariants in an object-oriented fashion are called
object models. Languages for expressing object models include Alloy [12] or class
diagrams from the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) [2] annotated with invariants
in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [20].
A desirable property of object models is abstraction; ideally, they can be implemented by several structurally-diﬀerent programs, with diﬀerent behavior, as long
as the invariants hold during their executions. These programs are then in conformance with the object model. However, in practice conformance between object
models and their implementations are usually only considered when the modeled
structures are directly declared in the program – for instance, a set named Account
is implemented as an Account class – , restraining the freedom of implementation
provided by abstraction (examples of conformance relationships are described in
Section 2).
In this paper, we describe a formal framework for deﬁning conformance relationships between object models and object-oriented programs, allowing reasoning
with more ﬂexible rules of conformance between model and program constructs.
It supports independence of model and program semantics, by relying upon intermediate representations of interpretations and heaps (respectively, model and
program states). These representations are related by a coupling formula involving
model and program elements, deﬁning how a model element is implemented in the
program.
This syntactic mapping, as provided by the user, oﬀers a deﬁnition for semantic
conformance between models and programs, independently from object modeling
or programming language. Our deﬁnitions were encoded in PVS [17] (showed in
Section 3), whose interactive type checking helped us in ﬁnding speciﬁcation errors. Reasoning on conformance may be useful for several applications, ranging
from syntactic (code generation from models and reverse engineering) to semantic
correspondence (conformance checking).
Speciﬁcally, we apply our framework for proving soundness for model-driven
refactoring of object models and programs over one predeﬁned conformance relationship. More speciﬁcally, we use the framework for proving that a sequence of
behavior-preserving program transformations maintains a particular conformance
relationship between refactored models and programs.
An additional contribution supports ﬁltering of program states checked for conformance. This is useful for deﬁning at which execution points states should be
considered for conformance checking. For instance, invariants may be required to be
valid only after object initializations, and on entry and exit of public methods. Failure in fulﬁlling the invariants at other locations should not invalidate conformance.
We incorporate a method for deﬁning these heaps of interest into the framework,
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based upon previous work on veriﬁcation of object-oriented invariants [1].
Accordingly, we summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
•

A general deﬁnition for conformance relationships, which can be instantiated in
terms of relationships between object model and program constructs (Section 4);

•

Examples of conformance relationships presented as instantiations of the general
deﬁnition (Section 5);

•

Application of the framework for proving conformance preservation in modeldriven refactorings (Section 7);

•

A formal deﬁnition for heaps of interest, in terms of a ﬁlter over the program
semantics, in Section 6.

2

Motivating Examples

Software models provide visualization and speciﬁcation for tackling software complexity. Mainly, models oﬀer decomposition, which provides distinct perspectives
for a particular aspect; for instance, whereas structural models depict main software
elements and their inter-relationships, behavioral models specify how these elements
interact to accomplish the system function. In terms of object models, languages
include Alloy or class diagrams from the UML annotated with OCL. In a number of
software development contexts, it is useful that abstractions in models and source
code 19 evolve consistently, for documentation or even development purposes. For
the applicability of this practice, a conformance relationship between models and
programs must be deﬁned.
Conformance can be given in syntactic and semantic terms. In an object model,
sets of objects and relations between those sets constitute the main elements, along
with logic invariants over these elements. Sets and relations are abstract, which
will be given concrete representations in the program, in terms of object-oriented
programming language constructs (classes, attributes, inheritance, etc.); we call this
correspondence syntactic conformance. Besides syntactic conformance, model invariants must be preserved throughout the program’s execution. If this is conﬁrmed,
the program is in semantic conformance with the model; this concept is similar to
reﬁnement. These relationships can be applied in several contexts. For instance,
generation of source code from models and reverse engineering; evolution activities
in model-driven methodologies [8], in which software is completely generated and
evolved by manipulating models.
Usually, a traditional conformance relationship consists in modeled sets or relations being mapped to a single class or attribute, respectively. However, several
possible conformance relationships may be useful in practice, as showed in the following example. Figure 1 shows a partial object model for concepts of a banking
domain, using UML class diagrams. Sets are boxes, and relations are showed as arrows. Also, two invariants are deﬁned, in a notation similar to ﬁrst-order logic: (1)
there are no overlapping accounts for two distinct (disj) customers, and (2) every
checking account is related to exactly one credit card. The join operator (.), in this
case, denotes the standard relational composition, while # denotes set cardinality.
In following Java [7] fragments, we show several implementations of the same
3
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Fig. 1. Object model for a banking example.

model using diﬀerent conformance relationships. First, we deﬁne a program on the
traditional conformance relationship.
Conformance relationship 1. Using the traditional conformance, sets are
directly implemented as single classes. The attributes implement the modeled relations – accs as an array of accounts, card a single variable. ChAcc is implemented as
a subclass of Account. The program declares several methods, according to software
requirements.
class Customer {
Account [] accs = new Account[1000];
int next = 0; ...
void addAccount(Account a) { accs[next++] = a; } ...
}
class Account { ... }
public class ChAcc extends Account {
Card card = new CreditCard();
void changeCard(CreditCard c){ this.card = c; } ...
}
class CreditCard { ... }

Concerning semantic conformance, the following main program presents simple
behavior that exercises the above declarations, creating two customers with diﬀerent
types of accounts. The program is in semantic conformance if, and only if, it
fulﬁlls all model invariants throughout its execution; in this case, the Java fragment
maintains semantic conformance.
static void main (String [] args) {
Account a1 = new Account();
2
ChAcc a2 = new ChAcc();
Customer c1 = new Customer();
Customer c2 = new Customer();
c1.addAccount(a1);
c2.addAccount(a2);
a2.changeCard(new CreditCard()); ...

8
}

The traditional conformance relationship favors the manipulation of those constructs by CASE tools, especially for code generation and reverse engineering. For
instance, a skeleton declaration for the Customer can be easily generated from the
object model, including the accs attribute; on the other hand, the object model
sets and relations can also be generated from the source code with minimal user
intervention. Similarly, semantic conformance with direct correspondence is usually
easier to check. An informal analysis of the main program shows that the invariants
4
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hold during its execution; in every heap, no two customers have the same account
and every checking account carries exactly one card. The implicit constraint of
checking accounts being also accounts entails from the semantics of subclasses in
Java.
Although useful for implementations, the traditional notion is too restrictive.
Not so direct implementations are usually seen in practice, as shown below.
Conformance relationship 2. In another conformance relationship – in this
case for relations –, the attributes are implemented as object collections, exempliﬁed
by the List of accounts and credit cards, as showed in the next Java fragment. The
methods add and set include new elements in the list and replaces an item at a given
position, respectively. Notice that despite choosing a collection for implementing the
relation (in the prospect of extending the number of credit cards in the future), the
card attribute must always contain a single card value, according to the invariant.
class Customer {
List accs = new List(); ...
void addAccount(Account a) { accs.add(a); } ...
}
class ChAcc extends Account {
Card card = new List();
void changeCard(CreditCard c){ this.card.set(0,c); } ...
}

Another example, speciﬁc for set conformance, is related to the subset relationship from the model, which may not be implemented with inheritance in the
program, as showed in other conformance relationships.
Conformance relationship 3. Due to abstraction, another conformance relationship allows implementations to be even more distinct from the object model.
Here the subset relationship from the object model is implemented as an attribute
in Account, deﬁning the type of each account.
class Account {
int type;
public Account(String type) { this.type = type; } ...
//used only when type=1 (checking account)
Card card = new List();
void changeCard(CreditCard c) {
if (this.type == 1) this.card.set(0,c);
else //error!
} ...
}

Conformance relationships 2 and 3 limit the application of CASE tools, since
they require more intricate conformance relationship that most tools do not support. For instance, a complex algorithm is required to detect inheritance in the
implementation of Account; similar conclusions are drawn in other approaches dealing with relations [9,10]. Alternatively, a tool could allow users to deﬁne custom
mappings for syntactic conformance. Well-known tools, such as Rational Software
Architect [18] and Poseidon [5] still oﬀer the traditional notion for code generation
and reverse engineering. This scenario usually results in rather concrete reverseengineered models, cluttered with implementation details, hence losing abstraction.
Regarding semantic conformance, it is much harder to verify that model invariants hold in program heaps, when the program presents such disparate constructs
for implement the modeled concepts. The user-deﬁned mapping between model and
5
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program structures must be applied in this veriﬁcation, in order to correctly relate
values from both worlds and check the conformance. As shown in this section, several conformance relationships can be useful in practice; oﬀering a precise deﬁnition
of those relations may be an aid for tool supporting several software engineering
tasks. This is the aim of our solution.

3

PVS Overview

The Prototype Veriﬁcation System (PVS) provides mechanized support for formal
speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation [17]. The PVS system contains a speciﬁcation language, based on simply typed higher-order logic, and a prover. Each speciﬁcation
consists of a collection of theories. Each theory may introduce types, variables,
constants, and may introduce axioms, deﬁnitions and theorems associated with the
theory. Speciﬁcations are strongly typed, meaning that every expression has an
associated type.
Suppose that we want to model part of a banking system in PVS, on which
each bank contains a set of accounts, and each account has an owner and a balance.
Next, we declare a theory named BankingSystem that declares two uninterpreted
types (Bank and Person), representing sets of banks and persons, and a record type
denoting an account. An uninterpreted type imposes no assumptions on implementations of the speciﬁcation, contrasting with interpreted types such as int, which
imposes all axioms of the integer numbers. Record types, such as Account, impose
an assumption that it is empty if any of its component types is empty, since the
resulting type is given by the cartesian products of their constituents. The owner
and balance are ﬁelds of Account, denoting the account’s owner and its balance,
respectively.
BankingSystem: THEORY
BEGIN
Bank: TYPE
Person: TYPE
Account: TYPE = [# owner: Person, balance: int #]

In PVS, we can also declare function types. Next, we declare two functions
types (mathematical relation and function, respectively). The ﬁrst one just declares the accounts’s type, establishing that each bank relates to a set of accounts.
The withdraw function declares the withdraw operation and deﬁnes the associated
mapping.
accounts: [Bank -> set[Account]]
withdraw(acc: Account, amount: int): Account =
acc WITH [balance := (balance(acc)-amount)]

The balance(acc) expression denotes the balance of the acc account. We can use
these ﬁelds as predicates. For instance, balance(acc)(100) is a predicate stating
that the balance of the acc account is 100. The WITH keyword denotes the override
operator, which replaces the mapping for acc by a new tuple, if acc is originally
in the function domain. In the withdraw function, the expression containing the
WITH operator denotes an account with the same owner of acc, but with a balance
subtracted of amount. Similarly, we can declare a function representing the credit
operation.
Besides declaring types and functions, a PVS speciﬁcation can also declare ax6
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ioms, lemmas and theorems. For instance, next we declare a theorem stating that
the balance of an account is not changed when performing the withdraw operation
after the credit operation with the same amount.
withdrawCreditTheorem: THEOREM
FORALL(acc: Account, amount: int) :
balance(withdraw(credit(acc,amount),amount)) = balance(acc)
END BankingSystem

The FORALL keyword denotes the universal quantiﬁer. The previous quantiﬁcation
is over an account and an amount to be deposited and then withdraw.

4

Conformance Framework

In this section we introduce the formal framework deﬁnitions for establishing conformance relationships in PVS. A notion of conformance is given in terms of syntactic
correspondence between constructs from models and programs (which we call coupling). This correspondence is a hot spot of the framework, as instantiated for
particular conformance relationships. With a given coupling, a notion of semantic
conformance can be veriﬁed.
Section 4.1 provide the building blocks for conformance – model and program
states (interpretations and heaps, respectively). In section 4.2, we show how the
syntactic coupling between constructs from models and programs is established,
with the idea of translation functions. Finally, we formalize conformance – which
is independent of modeling and programming languages –, showing its reliance on
the coupling chosen by the user.
4.1

Basic Definitions

A formal deﬁnition of models and programs is given, using uninterpreted types,
in the following PVS fragment 4 . These types can be seen as interfaces of our
framework, regarding, in any language, object models declaring sets and relations,
and programs declaring classes and attributes, given by the indicated functions.
We treat relations and attributes as a name, not qualiﬁed with the name of the
declaring set or class (considering models and programs that declare relations and
attributes, respectively, using unique names).
Model: TYPE
Program: TYPE
sets: [Model -> set[Set]]
relations: [Model -> set[Relation]]
classes: [Program -> set[Class]]
attribs: [Program -> set[Attribute]]

We consider the semantics of an object model as the set of all valid interpretations. An interpretation contains mappings of set and relation names to sets of
values, as declared next. Values may be single objects for sets and pairs of objects
for relations; we consider only binary relations. A valid interpretation satisﬁes all
modeled invariants.
objValue: TYPE
objPairValue: TYPE
4 Besides mixing some well-known mathematical symbols with PVS keywords and functions, we consider
a few extensions to the original PVS language for improving readability.
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[# mapSet: [SetName->set[objValue]],
mapRel: [RelName->set[objPairValue]]
#]
semantics(m:Model): set[Interpretation]

The chosen representation for model interpretations is language independent,
indicating how the semantics of the object model is deﬁned; mapping from names
to values can describe interpretations of object models written in languages such
as Alloy [12] or UML class diagrams [2]. In fact, any modeling language whose
semantics can be deﬁned in terms of interpretations is applicable.
Regarding object-oriented programs, states are formalized as heaps of object
values, deﬁned in the following PVS fragment as a record mapping class names to
sets of objects and attribute names to pairs of objects (indicating their relationship)
– program values are considered equivalent to model values. If an object in a heap
contains an attribute storing a null value, no pair of values exists with that object
as the ﬁrst member.
Heap: TYPE =
[# mapClass: [ClassName -> set[objValue]],
mapAttrib: [AtribName -> set[objPairValue]]
#]

The semantics of programs is given by the set of sequences of heaps resulting
from all possible execution traces (depending on the possible program inputs), as
showed in the next PVS fragment. For conformance with a structural model in our
framework, the transition between heaps is not relevant. Our focus is on deﬁning
how each relevant heap follows the model invariant – we regard a relevant heap as a
stable program state that is important for conformance checking. They are acquired
in our deﬁnitions by means of a set of heaps taken from all reachable heaps, yielded
by a filter function, deﬁning the heaps for a set of program names (this is another
hot spot of the framework, as detailed in Section 6).
semantics(p:Program): set[seq[Heap]]
heaps(p:Program): set[Heap]=
filter(semantics(p),names(p))

For illustrating our heap deﬁnition, Figure 2 depicts examples of partial heaps
after executing the indicated lines in the main program from Section 2. The values are represented by the reference variables pointing to the objects (except for
CreditCard, whose objects are anonymous – we used cc1 and cc2).

Fig. 2. Heaps from the banking example.

Similarly to interpretations, we adopted an intermediate representation for
heaps. Object-oriented programming languages may present diverse structures for
8
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heaps; for instance, heaps in Java programs are essentially graphs, where nodes are
objects and edges represent attributes (reference-based). Nevertheless, Java heaps
can be easily translated into this intermediate representation; as a result, the deﬁnitions are language independent, considering the semantics as a sequence of heap
traces.
4.2

Syntactic Coupling

In order to establish conformance, a correspondence between model and program
declarations is established. For instance, the traditional conformance relationship for the bank-related concepts is classes representing sets and attributes for
relations. If we deﬁne these rules in terms of formulae, exemplars could be:
Accountm =Accountp and accsm =accsp , where m and p indicate names from the
model or program, respectively. Likewise, more complex formulae can be provided,
adding required ﬂexibility for diﬀerent categories of conformance. In our framework,
the set of these deﬁnition formulae – for given model and program – is deﬁned as
the coupling relation, as shown in the next fragment; coupling is another framework
hot spot, given for speciﬁc conformances. Section 5 describes particular deﬁnitions
of coupling for the conformance relationships from the banking example.
coupling(m:Model, p:Program): Formula

The deﬁnition of a speciﬁc conformance relationship in this framework involves
the establishment of a formula for the coupling. This formula can be speciﬁed in
language based on ﬁrst-order logic with transitive closure, which we also deﬁned in
PVS. For instance, Accountm =Accountp is an example of equality formula between
two expressions relating set and class names. Additional formulae include subset,
negation, conjunction and universal quantiﬁcation, allowing developers to specify
more complex relationships between model and program constructs. The other
kinds of formulae, such as existential quantiﬁcation and disjunction of formulae,
can be appropriately derived from the core constructs. Moreover, we consider some
binary (union, intersection, diﬀerence, join and product) and unary (transpose and
transitive closure) expressions. We show the language’s formulae and expressions
as follows (the PVS deﬁnition, using abstract datatypes [17], is omitted here for
clarity).
formula ::= expr ∈ expr | expr ⊆ expr | expr = expr |
¬ formula | formula ∧ formula |
(∀ var: sigName | formula)
expr ::= setName | relName | className | attribName | var |
expr binop expr | unop expr
binop ::= ∪ | ∩ | - | . | ->
unop ::= ~ | ^

In our core language for coupling formulae, we consider twelve kinds of expressions, which are speciﬁed next. We have expressions for set, class, relations,
attributes and variable names. Moreover, there are ﬁve kinds of binary expressions
representing the union, intersection, diﬀerence, join and product expressions. Finally, we have the transpose and closure unary expressions. In order to formalize
them, we create a PVS abstract datatype [17].
Expression: DATATYPE BEGIN
IMPORTING Names
VARIABLE(n: VarName): VARIABLE?: Expression

9
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SETNAME(n: SetName): SIGNAME?: Expression
RELNAME(n: RelName): RELNAME?: Expression
CLASSNAME(n: ClassName): SIGNAME?: Expression
ATRIBNAME(n: AtribName): RELNAME?: Expression
UNION(l,r: Expression): UNION?: Expression
INTERSECTION(l,r: Expression): INTERSECTION?: Expression
DIFFERENCE(l,r: Expression): DIFFERENCE?: Expression
JOIN(l,r: Expression): JOIN?: Expression
PRODUCT(l,r: Expression): PRODUCT?: Expression
TRANSPOSE(exp: Expression): TRANSPOSE?: Expression
CLOSURE(exp: Expression): CLOSURE?: Expression
END Expression

A PVS datatype is speciﬁed by providing a set of constructors, recognizers and
accessors. The previous datatype has some constructors, such as SETNAME and
UNION, which allow the expressions to be constructed. For instance, the expression
SETNAME(n) is an element of this datatype if n is a set name. The UNION? and
CLOSURE? recognizers are predicates over the Expression datatype that are true
when their argument is constructed using the corresponding constructor. For instance, CLOSURE?(e) is true when e is a closure expression. Suppose that we have
the UNION(e1,e2) union expression, where e1 and e2 are expressions. We can use
the l and r accessors to access the left and right expressions. For example, the
l(UNION(e1,e2)) expression yields the e1 expression. When a datatype is type
checked, a new theory is created that provides the axioms and induction principles
needed to ensure that the datatype is the initial algebra deﬁned by the constructors [17]. In our core language, we have seven kinds of formulae. Besides formulae
representing true and false, there are negations, conjunctions, universal quantiﬁcations, subset and equality formulae. The set membership formula can be expressed
in terms of the subset formula. Similar to expressions, we create a PVS datatype
for formulae.
Formula: DATATYPE BEGIN
IMPORTING Expression, Names
TRUE: TRUE?: Formula
FALSE: FALSE?: Formula
NOT(f: Formula): NOT?: Formula
AND(l,r: Formula): AND?: Formula
FORALL(x:VarName, t:SigName, f:Formula): FORALL?: Formula
SUBSET(l,r: Expression): SUBSET?: Formula
EQUAL(l,r: Expression): EQUAL?: Formula
END Formula

For example, suppose in the ∀ b:Bank | some b.accounts formula stating that
all banks have at least one account. The some keyword, when applied to an expression, deﬁnes a predicate stating that there is at least one element in the expression.
Considering our formalization for representing universal quantiﬁcation formulae,
the variable name x of ∀ b:Bank | some b.acc is b, its type t is Bank and the f
formula is some b.accs. The satisfyFormula predicate is a recursive PVS function. For example, suppose an universal quantiﬁcation formula ∀ x:exp | f, the
satisfyFormula predicate checks whether the f formula is valid in the original
interpretation extended with a value given to the variable name x, as formalized
next.
∀ v: map(i)(T) |
satisfyFormula(f, i WITH [map := map(i) WITH [x |-> { v }]])

The evaluations of other formulae are very similar and have the standard semantics [13]. For example, an interpretation satisﬁes a conjunction formula when it
satisﬁes each subformula. Moreover, an interpretation satisﬁes an equality formula
(exp1 = exp2) when both subexpressions have the same values in the interpreta10
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tion, as declared next.
evalExpression(exp1,i) = evalExpression(exp2,i)

The full speciﬁcation of satisfyFormula is declared next.
satisfyFormula(f:Formula,i:Interpretation,h:Heap): RECURSIVE boolean=
CASES f OF
TRUE_: TRUE,
FALSE_: FALSE,
NOT_(f1): NOT satisfyFormula(f1,i,h),
AND_(f1, f2):
satisfyFormula(f1,i,h) AND satisfyFormula(f2,i,h),
FORALL_(x, t, f1):
FORALL(v:SetValue): mapSet(i)(t)(v) ⇒
satisfyFormula(f1,i WITH [mapVar := mapVar(i) WITH
[x |-> v1:Value | v=v1]],h),
EQUAL(e1, e2):
evalExpression(e1,i,h) = evalExpression(e2,i,h),
SUBSET(e1, e2):
FORALL(v:Value): evalExpression(e1,i,h)(v) ⇒
evalExpression(e2,i,h)(v)
ENDCASES
MEASURE complexity(f)

The evalExpression relation is a recursive PVS function, which evaluates an expression for the given interpretation and heap values. Next, we specify the evaluation of a union expression (exp1∪exp2).
evalExpression(e1,i,h) ∪ evalExpression(e2,i,h)

The evaluation of other expressions is speciﬁed similarly. For instance, the evaluation of a product expression is the product of each subexpression’s evaluation. Next
we specify the complete speciﬁcation of evalExpression.
evalExpression(e:Expression,
i:Interpretation, h:Heap): RECURSIVE set[Value] =
CASES e OF
VARNAME(n): mapVar(i)(n),
SIGNAME(n): mapSet(i)(n),
RELNAME(n): mapRel(i)(n),
CLASSNAME(n): mapClass(h)(n),
ATRIBNAME(n): mapAtrib(h)(n),
UNION(e1, e2):
union(evalExpression(e1,i,h), evalExpression(e2,i,h)),
INTERSECTION(e1, e2):
intersection(evalExpression(e1,i,h), evalExpression(e2,i,h)),
DIFFERENCE(e1, e2):
difference(evalExpression(e1,i,h), evalExpression(e2,i,h)),
JOIN(e1,e2):
{ v:Value | EXISTS (v1,v2:Value) :
evalExpression(e1,i,h)(v1) ∧
evalExpression(e2,i,h)(v2) ∧
canJoin(v1,v2) ∧ v = join(v1,v2)
},
PRODUCT(e1,e2):
{ v:Value | EXISTS (v1,v2:Value) :
evalExpression(e1,i,h)(v1) ∧
evalExpression(e2,i,h)(v2) ∧
v = product(v1,v2)
},
TRANSPOSE(e1):
{ v:Value | EXISTS (v1:Value) :
evalExpression(e1,i,h)(v1) ∧
v = transpose(v1)
},
CLOSURE_(e1):
{ v:Value | evalClosure(v,evalExpression(e1,i,h)) }
ENDCASES
MEASURE complexity(e)

4.3

Semantic conformance

With the building blocks and the coupling formula, we can now establish the conditions on which programs are in semantic conformance with an object model. A
11
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program is in conformance with a model if, and only if, for every ﬁltered heap
from its execution there is a correspondent interpretation from the semantics of
the model; this correspondence is given by the coupling formula. The models and
programs are considered well-formed – this requirement may be speciﬁed in PVS.
semanticConformance(m:Model, p:Program): boolean =
∀ h:heaps(p) | ∃ i:semantics(m) | map(m,p,i,h)

The map predicate states, for each formula in coupling, whether a pair
heap-interpretation satisﬁes the formulae from coupling (represented by the
satisfyFormula predicate). In this case, the heap satisﬁes the invariants from
the model – there is a corresponding interpretation.
map(m:Model,p:Program,i:Interpretation,h:Heap): boolean =
satisfyFormula(coupling(m,p),i,h)

If semantic conformance is conﬁrmed, we say that the model invariants hold
during executions of the program. The established relationship between heaps and
instances in semantic conformance is depicted in Figure 3. This function relies
on the map predicate, which relates model and program names according to the
formulas given in the coupling deﬁnition.

Fig. 3. Semantic conformance.

5

Instantiation

The previous section describes the conformance framework; in this section, we instantiate the indicated hot spot for the conformance relationships showed in Section 2. We also describe a technique for deﬁning coupling formulae in terms of types
of syntactic couplings seen in practice.
When establishing conformance, a coupling relation is provided, linking each set
in the object model to a corresponding set of objects in the heap (same for relations).
Rinard and Kuncak [19] provide a classiﬁcation for usually applied couplings. The
traditional syntactic conformance for sets and relations, respectively, are described
as follows:
•

Class-Based Coupling. a set is mapped to all objects of a given class (including
12
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its subclasses);
•

Attribute-Based Coupling. a relation is mapped to all values for the corresponding attribute name – pairs of objects from the two corresponding classes.

Conformance relationship 1 for the banking application in Section 2 uses class
and attribute-based couplings; Account, ChAcc, Customer and CreditCard sets
are implemented as classes, besides accs and card as attributes. The next PVS
fragment formalizes the predicates for both kinds of couplings, for each set and
relation. They are valid whether a class implements each set and an attribute
implements each relation (for simplicity, we consider the same names).
ClassBasedCoupling(s:Set, p:Program): boolean =
∃ c:classes(p) | name(s)=name(c)
AtribBasedCoupling(r:Relation, p:Program): boolean =
∃ a:atribs(p) | name(r)=name(a) ∃ types(r) = types(a)

As the classiﬁcation describes a way to map syntactic constructs, it implies in an
concrete deﬁnition for the coupling formula. In fact, this set can be automatically
generated from a given conformance type. The following PVS theorem formalizes
this property for class- and attribute-based couplings. The theorem states that
for every pair model-program in syntactic conformance following the traditional
couplings, a coupling set of formulae is automatically deﬁned, in terms of equalities
for set-class and relation-attribute pairs of names.
couplingFromClassAttributeBased: THEOREM
∀ m:Model,p:Program |
∀ s:sets(m),r:relations(m) |
ClassBasedCoupling(s,p) ∧ AtribBasedCoupling(r,p) ⇒
coupling(m,p) =
{f:Formula_ |
∃ s:sets(m),c:classes(p) |
name(s)=name(c) ∧
f = EQUAL(SIGNAME(name(s)),CLASSNAME(name(c)))
∨
∃ r:relations(m),a:attribs(p)) |
name(r)=name(a) ∧
f = EQUAL(RELNAME(name(r)),ATRIBNAME(name(a)))}

For each set and class with the same name (for instance Account), an equality
formula (EQUAL) between those names is implied; the same is observed for a relation
and an attribute name.
As an alternative for relation coupling, Conformance relationship 2 for the banking model follows a collection-based coupling:
•

Collection-Based Coupling. a relation is mapped to the values referenced by
a collection object (oﬀered by standard programming language libraries, as in
Java).

In our example, a pair customer-account from the relation accs in the model
is given by coupling this customer to the elements of its List objects in the heap.
The following fragment deﬁnes this coupling for all relations from a model m, in
which targetType denotes the function yielding its target type, which must be
subtype of Collection. In the coupling relation, the formula for the accs is given
by accsm =accsp .elems, where elems denotes the attribute from the collection to
its elements.
CollectionBasedCoupling(r:Relation,p:Program): boolean =
∃ a:atribs(p) | name(r)=name(a) ∧ targetType(a)=Collection

Our conformance framework can be general enough to allow deﬁning diﬀerent
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kinds of couplings for elements in the same model. For instance, some relations may
be deﬁned as class-based, while others use a collection-based coupling. In this case,
only part of the coupling relation is generated by following these kinds of couplings;
other couplings can be used for particular names in the same model.
Although coupling types can be useful for developers in indicating how concepts
are implemented in source code, more complex deﬁnitions can be used to indicate
this correspondence. In our example, Implementation 3 indicates the subtype relationship as an attribute type into the Account class; when the value of type
is “checking”, it is considered a checking account. Therefore, there is no direct
coupling for the ChAcc concept in the program, indicating that correspondence is
content based – the ChAcc concept in the heap is represented by Account objects
whose attribute has a particular value.
The language for coupling formulae presented in Section 4.2 allows for more
ﬂexible deﬁnitions than simple correspondence between names, which oﬀers the
capability in deﬁning complex content-based relationships (no only for inheritance,
for sets and relations as well). For instance, the formulae for Account and ChAcc
in the last implementation could be represented as follows, where value checking
for type represents checking accounts:
Accountm = Accountp
ChAccm = {a:Accountp | a.type=checking}

Although some set comprehension constructs do not appear in our deﬁnition for
the language presented in Section 4.2, we could easily derive it as shorthands for
the core constructs, for making this logic practical. For instance, the existential
quantiﬁer can be built from the universal quantiﬁer.

6

Heaps of Interest

In our framework, the semantics of an object-oriented program encompasses a set
of heap sequences, each one resulting from possible execution traces of the program.
For the purpose of verifying semantic conformance with object models, we consider
the set of heaps from those sequences. At ﬁrst, we considered a ﬁlter yielding all
possible heaps from execution traces; however, this approach does not truly reﬂect
the real intentions of conformance checking sometimes, since some of the heaps may
be acceptably invalid at some well-deﬁned points of the program.
In order to illustrate the problem, consider the class Customer in the ﬁrst implementation for the object model in Section 2, extended with a method for transferring
its accounts to another customer. In the following method, the for command is
used to navigate through the array of accounts, adding these accounts to the other
customer (line 4), before ﬁnally cleaning the accs array of the current customer
(line 5).
class Customer { ...
void transferAccountTo(Customer c) {
for (int i=0; i < this.next; i++)
4
c.addAccount(this.accs[i]);
5
this.accs= null;
}
}

From the object model invariant in the example in Figure 1, no two Customer
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objects may have overlapping accounts. This is guaranteed before and after calls to
the indicated method; however, this is not true for resulting heaps when executing
the loops from the for command. For each new account reference copied to another
customer, this account is owned by two customers, breaking the invariant.
Nevertheless, in practice, this program is suitably in semantic conformance, since
it is natural that object methods perform encapsulated state changes which are not
perceived by the users. For that, we need to restrict on which portions of the
program code the clients may rely on model invariants, for example before entry
and after execution of the transferAccountToCustomer method. Heaps of interest
are then the program heaps from those portions.
A suitable solution for making those program portions explicit is provided by
Barnett et al. [1], which present a speciﬁcation methodology for enriching the program with constructs that indicate code on which invariants may be invalid. In their
approach, every object is added a special public ﬁeld, named st (for “state”), of
type {Invalid,Valid}; if obj.st=Valid, the object obj is considered valid, which
means that the invariants over its state should hold. Otherwise, this is not guaranteed. As a result, conformance checking is performed only when all objects are
valid.
In source code, the value of st can only be modiﬁed through the use of two new
statements, unpack and pack [1]. The command unpack obj changes obj.st to
invalid, opening a portion of code that is not considered for conformance – this
portion is ﬁnalized with the pack obj command. These commands are exempliﬁed
in a new version of the transferAccountTo method, in the following Java fragment.
class Customer { ...
void transferAccountTo(Customer c) {
unpack this;
for (int i=0; i < this.next; i++)
c.addAccount(this.accs[i]);
this.accs= null;
pack this;
}
}

These two commands can be seen as object transaction delimiters. Object transactions include copy or removal of references, value changes and other operations
for consolidating major state changes. The invariants are known to hold before or
after those transactions.
We now extend our formal deﬁnitions in the light of the presented solution, for
deﬁning a more powerful ﬁlter for heaps of interest. We ﬁrst extend the deﬁnition of
heaps including the invalid ﬁeld, which indicates the truth for class names whose
any object presents an invalid status, according to the st ﬁeld.
Heap: TYPE =
[# mapClass: [ClassName->set[ClassValue]],
mapAtrib: [AtribName->set[AtribValue]],
invalid: [ClassName->boolean]
#]

Now we can deﬁne a predicate that indicates invalid heaps for a set of class
names, based on the new ﬁeld. A heap is invalid for a set of class names if, and
only if, it is invalid for any of the names in this set. The predicate is then used
for selecting heaps of interest from the semantics of the program, as denoted by
the following PVS fragment by the filter function. This function takes a set of
sequences of heaps and a set of class names, resulting in the set of valid heaps from
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those sequences, ignoring equivalent heaps. seq2set(s)(h) converts the sequence
s into a set, evaluating whether h is an element of this set.
invalidHeap(h:Heap,cNames:set[ClassName]): boolean=
∃ n:cNames | n ∈ invalid(h)
filter(sequences:set[seq[Heap]],n:set[ClassName]): set[Heap]=
{ h:Heap | ∃ sq:sequences |
h∈seq2set(sq) ∧ ¬invalidHeap(h,n)
}

The filter function is then composed with semantics, resulting in the set
of heaps of interest, as showed in in Section 4. This set is then used in the
semanticConformance predicate for a more ﬂexible conformance checking. Figure 3 shows this ﬁltering in action during conformance checking.

7

Application of Conformance in Model-driven Refactoring

After showing all aspects of our framework, we describe some contexts in which
its instantiations can be applied. A conformance relationship is required when
refactoring [4] – a transformation that improves software structure while preserving
the observable behavior – is applied to an object model, and the conforming program
is refactored accordingly. Section 7.1 shows an overview of this approach, while
Section 7.2 details the conformance relationship used in the approach in the context
of our conformance framework.
7.1

The Approach

In a number of software development projects, it is useful that abstractions in models and source code evolve consistently, for documentation or even development
purposes, as seen in model-driven methodologies [8]. In this context, code regeneration is usually ineﬀective, due to the representation gap between model and program
elements; existing implementation cannot be rewritten, since program statements
usually refer to abstractions that have been changed by the model refactoring. This
scenario requires manual updates in order to ﬁx refactor the program. In addition,
no evidence is provided on whether conformance is maintained after regenerating
program elements. In a previous work [16], we propose an alternative, by refactoring models and programs simultaneously (model-driven refactoring), as show in
Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Model-driven Refactoring.

We consider object model refactoring as a composition of primitive semanticspreserving transformations (laws of modeling [6]). Each law applied to the model
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triggers the application of a strategy – a controlled sequence of program behaviorpreserving transformations – to the source code. Strategies (1) update code abstractions as refactored in the model and (2) adapt implementation details according to
the modiﬁed abstractions, with little or no user intervention.
In particular, we consider object models in Alloy and programs in a Java-like formal language, ROOL (Reﬁnement Object-Oriented Language) [?]. Both languages
present relatively complete sets of primitive semantics-preserving transformations
and reﬁnement calculus, used as a basis for model-driven refactoring. Refactoring
strategies can only be correctly applied to source code with a condition: original object model and program must be in conformance. Therefore, a speciﬁc conformance
relationship which is appropriate for the consistent refactoring must be deﬁned; we
then use our formal framework for deﬁning this conformance.

7.2

Syntactic and Semantic Conformance

Developers intended to reﬂect model refactoring to source code might also expect
some syntactic conformance, otherwise model-driven refactoring would not be applicable. In model-driven refactoring, we used a speciﬁc conformance relationship,
as shown in the next PVS fragment. The syntactic mapping for sets deﬁnes one
direct class for each set (for simplicity, with the same name). Also, all supersignatures for the set (given by super(s)) are included in the set of superclasses of the
corresponding class (super(c)), indicating that more superclasses can be declared
in the program, but the hierarchy is maintained.
setMapping(s:Set,p:Program): boolean =
∃ c:classes(p) | name(s)=name(c) ∧ super(s)⊆ super(c)

Likewise, every relation is mapped to one attribute, with one additional constraint: relations with single multiplicity (yielding a scalar value) are mapped to
single attributes, while relations with set multiplicity must be mapped to collectiontype attributes.
relationMapping(r:Relation, p:Program): boolean =
∃ a:attribs(p) | name(r)=name(a) ∧ types(r) = types(a) ∧
isScalar(r) ⇒ ¬(targetType(a)=Collection) ∧
¬isScalar(r) ⇒ targetType(a)=Collection

The following PVS fragment depicts these variations, where unconstrained is
the function that yields all relations with unconstrained multiplicity.
ModelDrivenRefactCoupling(m:Model, p:Program): boolean =
∀ s:sets(m) | setMapping(s,p) ∧
∀ r:relations(m) | relationMapping(r,p)

In model-driven refactorings, besides semantics preservation, we are concerned
with conformance preservation, which is usually not veriﬁed in traditional refactorings. Given that model and program are originally in conformance, a program
strategy associated with the applied law of modeling, in addition to be a valid program refactoring, always results in a program in conformance with the refactored
model. This is a relevant property, since users do not worry about conformance
preservation when applying laws of modeling, refactoring the program automatically. We used the described conformance instantiation to prove this property. The
proof obligations for each strategy are showed in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Proof Obligations for Strategies.

8

Related Work

Some conformance relationship types were based on Rinard and Kuncak’s work [19].
They establish a connection between model and program by interpreting the predicate calculus from the object model in terms of heap values. This idea is used as a
foundation for automatic analysis of the program in terms of invariants. They focus
on the semantics of the modeling language (similar to the language we presented
in Section 4.2), whereas our work is mostly concerned with the connection itself.
The authors identify the usefulness of several kinds of mappings (class, attribute,
collection and content-based), although no formal method is provided for the mapping. In turn, conformance is similarly addressed. It is conﬁrmed for models and
programs when all of the heaps that it may build conform to the object model under
the given interpretation rules. However, they do not provide a notion of heaps of
interest, besides not formalizing the types of conformance or providing a framework
for more ﬂexible conformance relationships.
Another approach [14] relates object models and programs by deﬁning models –
called heap invariants – that describe sets of legal program states. The object models considered in that approach are more concrete than the ones we used, extended
with additional constructs (qualiﬁed sets and indexed relations). In this context,
interpretation of model elements in terms of program elements follow direct mappings only. Our work may be used to extend these interpretations with a ﬂexible
coupling formula.
Our notion of conformance is very similar to the classic notion of data reﬁnement [11,15]. In data reﬁnement, a retrieve relation deﬁnes the relationship between
abstract values and their implementations, from the latter to the former; this idea
is very similar to our coupling, establishing the relationship between object models
and programs. The notion of data reﬁnement is rather strong – besides stating a
mapping between abstract and concrete states, it places constraints on operation
over the states (state transitions). A correctness condition is that the eﬀect of any
program step over the concrete state can be simulated by an analogous operation in
the abstract state. This notion is applied for (modeling) languages that allow state
invariants and a collection of operations (with pre and postconditions); in contrast,
object modeling may not consider operations, providing simpler and more abstract
models which still can be precisely related to implementations. Whereas data reﬁnement is a better option for programs that are correct by systematic construction
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from a speciﬁcation, our formalization is better ﬁt for alternative methods, that
rely on conformance checking of implementations. Our framework can be useful
for conformance checking tools. Conformance checking tools consist in automatically verifying whether an implementation is in conformance with a given model.
Techniques can be classiﬁed into at least two categories: static checking, which only
applies to the implementation’s source code, and dynamic analysis, which makes
use of information available during the implementation’s execution, not limited
to artifacts available at compile time. A dynamic analysis approach for checking
object-oriented programs against object models is used in Embee [3], which captures the runtime state of a Java program at certain user-speciﬁed points. If the
runtime states at that points conform with the object model, the program follows
a structural correspondence with Alloy at least for that execution. Embee is limited to class- and attribute-based mappings; a notion of coupling is applicable for
extending Embee’s approach.
Regarding syntactic conformance, Harrison et al. [10] show a method for maintaining consistency between object models (UML class diagrams) and Java programs, by advanced code generation from models at a higher level of abstraction,
which allows more independence when making program changes not aﬀecting models. A more speciﬁc case of syntactic conformance is addressed by another work [9],
aims at bridging the gap between object modeling and programming languages,
in particular regarding binary associations, aggregations and compositions in UML
class diagrams. They describe algorithms that automatically detect these relationships in code, introducing a more ﬂexible conformance relationship for model
relations. These conformance relationships can be represented by our coupling formula, allowing reasoning on semantic conformance, which is not present in those
approaches.

9

Conclusions

In this paper, we described a formal framework for deﬁning conformance relationships between object models and object-oriented programs. It supports independence of modeling and programming language semantics, besides the deﬁnition of
a family of conformance relationships. Complete or partial models can be implemented; the relevant program elements are related to model elements by a coupling
relation based on ﬁrst-order logic. We exempliﬁed framework instantiations with
examples of conformance. Additionally, we assume a more realistic notion of program semantics by ﬁltering heaps of interest, which deﬁne the stable states of a
program that must be considered when establishing conformance.
The framework is appropriate to accommodate freedom of implementation for
abstract concepts, a useful task in design and implementation practice. Applications of this framework include conformance checking, code generation and roundtrip engineering, and model-driven development, more speciﬁcally refactoring. In
the latter, a formal conformance relationship is critical to the soundness of transformations that aﬀect model elements and its correspondent implementations.
A scenario where reasoning on conformance is required is characterized by analysis and proofs involving semantic conformance. The framework deﬁnitions, in
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conjunction with speciﬁc framework instantiations, oﬀer a foundation for establishing conformance when needed and checking whether it holds in several contexts.
For instance, a dynamic analysis approach for checking object-oriented programs
against object models is used in the Embee tool [3]. It works by capturing the
runtime state of a Java program at certain user-speciﬁed points. The tool is limited to class and attribute-based mappings; more ﬂexible conformance relationships
formalized in this paper can surely be applied to extend the applicability of such
tool.
Our framework can also be applied to improve traceability between analysis
models and implementation, especially in round-trip engineering tools. A formal
deﬁnition of this relationship is useful for those tools, which might be able to generate source code based on coupling formulae – the same can be used for reverse
engineering. Users would be able to choose the conformance relationship for each
model element in isolation. As an example, the content-based mapping for inheritance from Section 2 could be generated by using its coupling formula (over the
value of the type attribute) as a basis. Today, most tools oﬀer limited options for
correspondence – usually class and attribute-based implementation only, restraining
abstraction in modeling.
Future work surely includes using and improving the framework for more useful
conformance relationships. Issues such as adequacy of the coupling relation will
be explored as well. We also intend to employ this framework in CASE tools and
automatic conformance checking, evaluating the real power of coupling formulae in
real case studies. Still, the main aim of the framework is to provide a formal basis
for model-driven refactoring, establishing a precise correspondence between models
and programs in order to automatically refactor programs based on restructuring
changes in object models.
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